Even if pledged voluntary government emissions reductions are implemented.

Inevitable from emissions released to date. At 1°C—now—the West Antarctic glaciers are in “unstoppable” meltdown, for a 1–4 metres sea-level rise, and melting arctic permafrost is releasing the first of potentially billions of tonnes of carbon.

When all emissions hence and the hundreds of billions of tonnes already in the atmosphere are removed.
Dear friend,

This New Year let’s value all those New Years to come by heeding the warming and make the Climate Emergency Declaration now!

Home is too hot, and our business-as-usual approach will not prevent emissions leading to runaway climate catastrophe. It’s our all-hands-on-deck, drop-everything-else moment.

Moving into Emergency Mode will mobilise society-wide resources at sufficient scale and speed to protect civilisation, the economy, people, species, and ecosystems.

Call on the Australian Parliament to make the Climate Emergency Declaration by signing the petition at climateemergencydeclaration.org/sign

See climate reality: check @ www.breakthroughonline.org.au/papers

See more @ climateemergencydeclaration.org